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Project Vive educates university students about mental health.

SEEING
1. OPPORTUNITY
While 1/5 will
struggle with their
mental health,
5/5 of us have a
mental health that
needs to be taken
care of.

PHASE 1
Social Media Campaign
Don’t Bottle It Up
Photo Series
27 stories shared by
students

PHASE 2
60% of people with
a mental health
problem or illness
won’t seek help .

ENABLING
3. PROGRESS

2. TAKING ACTION

Staying engaged
Social media engagement
& interactions through
sharing poll, tips & tricks
to bring awareness to all
aspects of mental health.

PHASE 3
Hosted our events
1. "When and How to Ask for Help",
2. “Don’t Bottle It Up”
3. "What to Expect When You're
Starting: THERAPY"

PHASE 4

Continuing to make a
difference
In the talks with our University
to include Project Vive in the
curriculum, ensuring longterm impact.

160
participants
DIRECTLY
IMPACTED
27 students
shared
THEIR
stories
830 lives
INDIRECTLY
IMPACTED

Project Codelle aspires to even out the current gender gap in
computer science

1. SEEING OPPORTUNITY
Only 17% of Quebec's comp sci majors are
women.
Males are twice as likely to pursue careers in
coding.
Females feel discouraged in co-ed
environments.
A lack of resources

3. ENABLING PROGRESS
11,064
interactions
ON OUR SOCIAL
MEDIA
70 girls
DIRECTLY
IMPACTED

INDIRECTLY
IMPACTED
155 lives

2. TAKING ACTION
PHASE 1: Previous Years
Offering free monthly coding workshops to high school girls
Developing a 5-year partnership with Le Planétarium de
Montréal

PHASE 2: Hosting events
Alternating between hosting our HTML, JavaScript and Python
workshops through a virtual coding platform, and in-person at Le
Planétarium.
Hosted 5 workshops
Created a partnership with BNP Paribas
PHASE 3: Continuing to make a difference
Diversifying the curriculum to include new coding languages
such as SQL
We want to teach & create awareness about the gender gap within
our community
Launching 10 videos of tips and tricks about coding
Creating a podcast with powerful women from the STEM field

Project InStep aspires to help the Indigenous community reaffirm their
abilities as entrepreneurs and bring their business ideas to life.
SEEING
1. OPPORTUNITY

2. TAKING ACTION
PHASE 1: Workshops
Collaborated with a web-design agency, and Tewa,
Kahnawàke’s Economic Development Commission to
deliver marketing material through 2 workshops

IN QUEBEC,

62% of Indigenous small
business owners have
NEVER received valuable
business guidance or
advice.

PHASE 2: Mentorship
Provide one-on-one consultations, addressing specific
needs. Partnered with student-run Marketing aid clinic
to have more resources and manpower.

Indigenous people have very
limited access to entrepreneurial
tools and resources.

PHASE 3: Awareness & Partnerships
Created our Instagram page, where we showcase and
highlight businesses from Kahnawake, encouraging
our community to support them.

ENABLING
3. PROGRESS
165 lives
DIRECTLY
IMPACTED
38 indigenous
entrepreneurs
EMPOWERED
INDIRECTLY
IMPACTED
850 lives

Project Embellir feeds people, not landfills, by giving edible food
waste a new life
2. TAKING ACTION

1. SEEING
OPPORTUNITY

PHASE 1: Planting the seed

31 Million tons of food
wasted in Canada each
year.

We built our community during the pandemic through sharing
social media content. Our goal was to provide accessible
information that engaged our followers.

ENABLING
3. PROGRESS
280 lives
DIRECTLY
IMPACTED

PHASE 2: The flourishment phase

This unnecessary waste
represents
21 billion litres of
water gone to waste
370 million kg of CO2
emitted in atmosphere

To consistently engage our audience, we launched 2 instagram
weekly series, encouraging individuals to start NOW.

PHASE 3: The fruit of our project
Built a bridge between our student community and local
charities, by hosting a food drive in which we collected over
150 kilograms of essential products.

INDIRECTLY
IMPACTED
1000 lives

150 kg of
waste
DIVERTED

Project Eduquo aims to redefine the status quo of financial literacy
education for today's youth through real-world simulations
1.SEEING OPPORTUNITY
67% of students have seen COVID19 have an impact on their own
finances, as well as the finances of
their family.
45% of students are worried about
taking on additional student debt.

3. ENABLING PROGRESS
50 students
DIRECTLY
IMPACTED

INDIRECTLY
IMPACTED
250 lives

2. TAKING ACTION
PHASE 1: Preparing for the future
Revamped our social media platforms and website. Wanted to reach students directly, and
provide them with the easily digestible content they needed.

PHASE 2: Online workshops

Held our first workshop: the basics of personal finance.
PHASE 3: Partnering to expand.
Partnering with the QBBE, the Quebec Board of Black Educator, to create a mutually
beneficial, sustainable, and long-term relationship. The QBBE currently has an
underdeveloped and unused financial literacy program.

